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•   " There you have a real reason.    Then, you will put up
a barrage if Bicket blows in ? "
Aubrey Greene laid his hand on his heart.    " And here
we are
For the convenience of the eleventh baronet Michael had
chosen the hour when the proper patrons of Aubrey Greene
would still be lunching. A shock-headed young man and
three pale-green girls alone wandered amon^ the pictures.
The painter led the way at once to his masterpiece ; and for
some minutes they stood before it in a suitable paralysis.
To speak too soon in praise would never do ; to speak too
late would be equally tactless ; to speak too fulsomely
would jar ; to mutter coldly : " Very nice—very nice
indeed ! " would blight. To say bluntly : " Well, old man,
to tell you the truth, I don't like it a little bit! " would get
his goat.
At last Michael pinched Fleur gently, and she said :
" It really is charming, Aubrey; and awfully like—at
least	"
" So far as one can tell. But really, old man, you've
done it in once. I'm afraid Bicket will think so, anyway."
" Dash that! " muttered the painter. " How do you
find the colour values ? "
" Jolly fine ; especially the flesh ; don't you think so,
Fleur ? "
" Yes ; only I should have liked that shadow down the
side a little deeper. *
" Yes ? " murmured the painter :   '* Perhaps ! "
" You've caught the spirit," said Michael " But I tell
you what, old man, you're for it—the thing's got meaning.
I don't know what the critics will do to you."
Aubrey Greene smiled, " That was the worst of her.
She led me on. To get an idea's fatal."
" Personally, I don't agree to that;  do you, Fleur I "

